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Various protocols have been proposed in the area of wireless sensor networks in order to achieve network-wide time
synchronization. A large number of proposed protocols in the literature employ amessage passingmechanism tomake sensor node
clocks tick in unison. In this paper, we first classifyMessage Passing basedTime Synchronization (MPTS) protocols and then analyze
them based on different metrics. The classification is based on the following three criteria: structure formation of the network
affected by the synchronization protocol, frequency of synchronization process (synchronization interval), and synchronization
message overhead. Proposed protocols are analyzed and evaluated fromdifferent perspectives based on available data. A comparison
table of the reviewed protocols is presented according to the evaluation metrics. Finally, some potential methods will be proposed
to improve the synchronization process.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are installed everywhere in
order to get information about the environment nowadays.
Sensor nodes enable many applications in the area of WSN
ranging from health (human, animal, or plant), military (bat-
tlefield monitoring or target tracking), security, commercial
[1] and environmentalmonitoring (traffic), industrial sensing
and diagnostics (supply chains), infrastructure protection
(water distribution), and disaster prediction (earthquake) to
context-aware computing (intelligent home) [2]. They also
form themain parts of the new techwave of Internet ofThings
(IoT) which can connect appliances in our lives and allow us
to control them remotely by means of sensors and actuators.
However, there are some challenges in this area which have
become the focus of many researchers. The main problem of
the sensors is the power supply. The reason is that in many
applications they are not mainly powered and use batteries
instead to stay alive. If the battery is depleted, they need to
be replaced by another sensor which is not feasible in some
places and with certain applications such as battlefields and

disaster monitoring. Therefore, researchers strive to reduce
the energy consumption of the sensors as much as possible
to prolong the sensors’ lifetime. One way to achieve this
important goal is to let the sensors sleep when they are idle
and are not sensing the environment. This problem can be
easily solved by letting the sensors go into sleep mode when
they have no data to send and by adjusting them to wake
up once in a while to check if there is any event to sense.
However, the situation will be problematic especially when
two or more sensors in each other’s transmission range send
their sensed data simultaneously. There will certainly be data
packets collision, and the intended receiver will be unable to
receive the intact information.The collision issue affects both
the energy consumption and the bandwidth at the same time
as the transmitting data is the most energy consuming action
[3–6] and themediumwill be occupiedwithout delivering the
same information.Themain issue to ponder here is theway to
adjust and handle the sleep and wake mode of the sensors in
the sense that they will know the exact time to sleep and wake
up. One way is by making the sensors have the same notion
of time or by synchronizing the sensors’ internal timers.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the limitations of the message passing mechanism.
In Section 3, the criteria of classification and evaluation
metrics are described. Some of the traditional protocols in
this area are reviewed in Section 4. Section 5 presents all
the multihop MPTS protocols and classifies and evaluates
them based on criteria and metrics outlined in Section 3.
In Section 5.4 (gradient property of protocols), Section 5.5
(single-hop protocols), and Section 5.6 (protocols with no
experiment), some protocols that are not the focus of this
work are evaluated. It is to be noted that protocols and
directions for further researchers are also presented. The
related work and conclusion are presented in Sections 6 and
7, respectively.

2. Time Synchronization Limitations

It has to be mentioned that time synchronization involves the
setting of the sensor nodes timer’s value in such a way that
they will show the same value with reasonable accuracy (the
accuracy is application based) at the samemoment and all the
time.When the sensor nodes are deployed in the sensor field,
they start functioning but not parallel in time specifically in
multihop scenarios (because they cannot hear the broadcast
message from the sink node). It means that they start their
timers at different phases. Proposed MPTS protocols try to
find this phase’s difference by passing messages to each other
and by achieving network-wide synchronization which is
known as the offset compensation. However, it does not solve
the problem as passing messages causes some difficulties
for the synchronization process known as message delay
uncertainties.

According to [7] message delay is composed of (1) send
time, (2) access time, (3) transmission time, (4) propaga-
tion time, (5) reception time, and (6) receive time. Send
time, access time, and receive time are not deterministic.
Propagation delay is negligible as it is less than 1 s for 300
meters [8, 9].The two remaining tenets can be calculated and
are more deterministic. Therefore, it is the nondeterministic
parts of the message delay that should be estimated. These
uncertainties are usually estimated by the time-stamping
mechanism. To keep the network synced, the process of
message passing and timestamping should be performed
frequently since the oscillator of the sensor nodes which
generates the clock ticks drifts away over time from 1𝜇s
to 100 𝜇s per second [10–13]. This frequent synchronization
has two main defects. First, it increases energy consumption
drastically as the transmitting message has the highest level
of energy consumption and second it occupies the channel
frequently and does not let the sensors pass their sensed data
during the synchronization period.Therefore, the estimation
of the oscillator drifts leads to the consumption of less
energy and avoids the channel being frequently occupied. An
estimation of drift is not as easy as an offset. Drift should
be measured over time, and it takes some synchronization
intervals. Data points should be recorded and in many cases
statistical analysis is performed to estimate the oscillator drift.
As a result, it is better to measure and compensate offset and

drift of the nodes’ internal timer which includes measuring
the message’s uncertainties in order to have a good MPTS
protocol.

The aforementioned problems can be solved using many
proposed protocols in many different ways. In this paper,
we sought to classify the proposed protocols and evaluate
them both quantitatively and qualitatively based on different
metrics and available data. The next section defines and
describes the classification criteria and evaluation metrics.

3. Classification Criteria and
Evaluation Metrics

Existing protocols in this paper are classified based on three
criteria: structure [14], synchronization interval, andmessage
overhead. Each of these classes is further expanded into
subclasses which are listed and described below.

Structure is defined as the way nodes form the network
and if there is any specific node(s) that behaves differently
from other nodes (root node, cluster head, etc.). A thorough
literature inspection shows that existing surveys classify the
structure of the network to be centralized and decentral-
ized/distributed [15–17].However, in this review it is classified
as centralized (there is one node known as root ormaster that
starts the synchronization process, and all the other nodes
will get synced with the clock of that node), semidistributed
(there is more than one node distributed in the network
which is responsible for synchronizing the whole network),
and fully distributed (all nodes behave in the the same way,
and no specific node is included in the network).

Synchronization interval refers to how frequent the pro-
tocol needs repeat synchronization to keep the network-wide
synchronization. It is important for protocols to prolong the
synchronization intervals to save more energy [15, 17–19] as
multiple messages will be exchanged during each round of
synchronization. Therefore, the subclasses of this class are
known as short term (those protocols only compensate offset)
and long term (those protocols compensate drift as well as an
offset).

Message overhead relates to how many messages are
exchanged between the two nodes in order for one of
them (slave) to get synced with the other one (master).
Existing surveys normally classify protocols as being 1-way
(unilateral) and 2-way (bilateral) [20, 21], but some protocols
that exchange 3 messages to get synced are known to exist
as well. Therefore, subclasses of this class are one-way (only
one message is sent from the master node), two-way (two
messages are sent from two nodes consecutively), and three-
way (two messages from the master node and one message
from slave node are sent). A flowchart of classification is
shown in Figure 1.

Evaluation metrics for the protocols in this paper are
divided into three categories, which are qualitative, quantita-
tive, and other metrics as listed below. It is worth mentioning
that, for all evaluation metrics in the tables of this work,
firstly, the testbed experiment is considered and if there is
no testbed experiment or data, the simulation experiment is
considered.
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Figure 1: MPTS classification chart.

Quantitative metrics are described as follows.

(i) Accuracy is one of the key factors of sync protocols [18,
25–28]. The more accurate the protocol, the more the
energy saved by sending nodes to sleepmode without
any difficulties. In this work, accuracy is defined as the
average error between clocks of any two nodes in the
whole network (if the average error is not available,
the maximum error will be reported). The accuracy
is based on clock time and not clock tick as different
testbeds or simulation platforms do not have the same
crystal oscillator but have different jitters instead. It is
to be noted that the accuracy reported in this paper
belongs to the maximum hop number.

(ii) Energy consumption is the most important factor for
WSNs as many application nodes are not mainly
powered. Therefore, it is a concern for researchers in
this area [21, 26, 29]. Some works attempt to measure
energy consumption based on awake and sleep time
of the nodes [18] while others try to measure it
based on the frequency of message exchange or the
number of messages exchanged [28, 30]. In this work,
energy consumption is defined as the amount of
energy consumed for one round of synchronization
to take place in the whole network. However, we
do not measure the real energy consumed by one
message transmission. However, it is measured by
the number of messages exchanged for one cycle of
synchronization. Drift is mostly estimated after some

synchronization cycle and when some data points are
collected, but in this study, only one cycle is used as
energy consumption.

(iii) Convergence time is another factor that can con-
sequently affect the protocols and applications that
use those protocols [26]. Consider TDMA as an
algorithm that uses one of the sync protocols. If
the convergence time is too long, it may lead to
higher energy consumption as manymessages collide
and should be resent. If the convergence time is
fast enough, it helps protocol to be robust against
topology changes and node failure [31]. Convergence
time is the duration taken to get network-wide syn-
chronization and is based on clock time and not clock
ticks. It is understood that there is no standard thresh-
old for protocols to measure convergence time and
each application needs different convergence time
based on the accuracy needed for that application.

(iv) Experiment topology number of nodes and max hop
count are important aspects of experiment. If a
protocol can handle a large number of nodes or a
large hop count without losing accuracy, it is scalable
[25, 26].

(a) Number of nodes is the number of nodes
involved in the network.

(b) Max hop count is the longest distance between
nodes in the network based on the number of
hops.
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Qualitative metrics are described as follows.

(i) Complexity is another concern of researchers [25–
27, 29] as computation load is the second most
energy consuming activity that a sensor node can
have. Statistical methods normally have high compu-
tation load. Therefore, in this survey, if any statistical
method or a set of algorithms are used jointly, the
protocol is considered complex.

(ii) Robustness against node failure describes the behavior
of the protocol on node failure [19, 25, 27–29].
In many protocols, there is one or various special
node(s) that other nodes get synced with. If any of
these nodes fail to service the other nodes, it affects
the level of synchronization error at least for a while
until another node is replaced by a specific election
algorithm. During this time, nodes lose both energy
and data. Therefore, any special node in the network
is not considered as robust unless the protocol is
designed in a way that selecting a new special node(s)
does not affect the synchronization process.

(iii) Scalability describes the behavior of the protocol if
number of hops are increased in the network [19, 27–
29]. In this review, the accuracy of single-hop and
multihop scenarios is normally compared. If the level
of accuracy decreases linearly or faster than linearly
by adding hops, it is considered not scalable.

(iv) Synchronization message collision is inevitable before
network nodes get synced. MPSPs mostly use CSMA
or random waiting time to prevent collision. In both
cases, hidden and exposed terminals cannot be pro-
moted.Therefore, if amechanism is proposed to avoid
message collision before getting fully synchronized,
the protocol is called collision resistant.

Other metrics are described as follows.

(i) Proof investigates if the protocol is tested based on
a testbed or a simulation platform or theoretically.
Protocols tested using testbed experiments are more
reliable as simulation experiments are not trustable in
many cases [32–34].

(ii) Timestamping investigates if the process is done in
Media Access Control (MAC) layer [9]. Therefore,
uncertainties of the message delay measurement are
minimized to some extent.

The comparisons of the protocols for different metrics
are based on available data, and it may not be fair due to
different protocol assumptions and different situations or
platforms that the protocol is tested through. Protocols are
compared and evaluated for the same category. Therefore, at
the end of each category, a comparison table is provided based
on the evaluation metrics. Section 5 classifies and evaluates
the protocols and describes them in their own category. In
the context of this survey, the term “message” will mean
synchronization message.
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TiA
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𝜃

Figure 2: Delay and offset for NTP [22].

4. Traditional Protocols

Before classifying and evaluating MPTS protocols in WSNs,
it is worth describing some protocols that form the founda-
tion of many other protocols. Although some protocols are
reviewed, none will be classified as they are not included
as part of this survey. It is to be noted, however, that the
techniques can be used with other protocols too. Some of
the protocols do not possess names or short forms for easy
addressing or referring. Names have thus been created for
each protocol in order to facilitate referring.

Network Time Protocol (NTP) [22] is used for different
nodes in the Internet. The method used in NTP to get the
network-wide synchronization is by calculating the offset
through the round trip time (RTT) of the message. The
accuracy of 30ms and 50ms is the best and worst cases of
NTP, respectively. Equation (1) calculates the round trip delay
and offset of node B relative to node A at time 𝑇

𝑖
. Figure 2

illustrates the scenario. Consider
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{
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⇒
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2
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(1)

The later accuracy of NTP [35] is improved to 10ms
for the best case through Phase Lock Loop (PLL) which
reduces the phase error of the oscillator. Another NTP [36] is
proposed which employs PLL together with Frequency Lock
Loop (FLL) and that reduces frequency error as well. This
version of NTP [36] improves the accuracy to 1ms and 100 𝜇s
for the worst and best cases, respectively. NTP in general is
for the Internet but authors believe it is adequate for wireless
networks too.

Time Critical Path (TCP) [23] is a revised version of what
standard IEEE 802.11 synchronization proposed. Synchro-
nization interval in this protocol is fixed and not based on
the order of minutes such as NTP. It achieves the accuracy of
200𝜇s for an interval of 500ms.The offset is measured based
on sync interval as it is fixed. The precision of the protocol is
bounded by Time Critical Pass (the duration that the master
node stamps the message and slave node updates its clock).
Figure 3 shows the critical path of the TCP protocol.

Model Based Protocol (MBP) [24] tries to measure drift as
well as offset by collecting a set of three data points of two-
message communication and statistical analysis. It relates the
two nodes’ clock by (2) where 𝑎

𝑖𝑗
and 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
are relative drift and
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Figure 4: Two-message mechanism in MBP [24].

offset of two clocks, respectively. Figure 4 presents the two-
message mechanism in MBP. Consider

𝑡
𝑖
= 𝑎
𝑖𝑗
𝑡
𝑗
+ 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
. (2)

Post-Facto Synchronization (PFS) [37, 38] starts the syn-
chronization after the occurrence of an event and it removes
a huge number of messages exchanged to keep the network
synced. However, this kind of protocols is suitable for those
applications that do not need periodic synchronization and
network nodes to be synced all the time.

5. MPTS Protocols in WSN

In this section, all MPTS protocols in WSN are described,
classified, and evaluated. Some of their disadvantages are also
highlighted to assist researchers to overcome those problems.

5.1. Centralized Protocol

5.1.1. Short-Term Class

(1) One-Way Subclass. Global Clock Synchronization (GCS)
(method 1: all-node-based) [39] is suitable for a network with
small number of nodes. It assumes that drift and processing
delay for all nodes are the same and clock tick takes a longer
time than transmitting amessage. It first finds a loop in all the
nodes in the network and then calculates the round trip time
of a message along that loop. Nodes pass the message along
the loop and update the hop count section of the message.
Another message is sent which includes the round trip time
and the total number of hops. The nodes adjust their clocks
once the message is received.

All-Node-Based Limitations. In the case of node failure, the
loop should be reformed and this is costly in terms of both
energy and time.

B

A

d

T1

T2 T3

T4

Figure 5: Offset and propagation delay for TPSN [7].

(2) Two-Way Subclass. Timing sync Protocol for Sensor Net-
works (TPSN) [7] is an NTP-like protocol that can be event
driven in a multihop scenario combined with post-facto
synchronization. Therefore, there are two solutions in the
multihop scenario. The first is based on a hierarchy which
involves all nodes in the network and employs overhearing
technique (Figure 7). The second is event driven which
involves a small part of the nodes in the synchronization
process. Once the hierarchy of network nodes is formed, it
starts measuring the offset and propagation delay based on
(3), which is illustrated in Figure 5. Delay decomposition of
TPSN was earlier pointed to in Section 1. It claims that, by
timestamping at the MAC layer, the send time, access time,
and receive time are removed.

TPSN Limitations. In the case of root breakdown, a new root
should be selected which wastes both time and energy. It uses
acknowledged message to make sure of the existence of the
nodes, but it increases themessage overhead at the same time.
In spite of MAC layer timestamping, the message to be sent
will need time to be assembled and it cannot be estimated
easily [32]. Consider

{{{

{{{

{
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(𝑇
2
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) − (𝑇

4
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2
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1
) + (𝑇

4
− 𝑇
3
)

2

→ 𝑇
2

= 𝑇
1
+ Δ + 𝑑.

(3)

Lightweight Time Synchronization (LTS) [16] aims to
sacrifice accuracy to prolong the synchronization interval.
The other goal of LTS is to include only a part of network
nodes in synchronization process when nodes are spanning
the tree to reduce energy consumption. LTS assumes that
a transmission range and drift of the nodes are the same.
Bounded clock drift and the creation of spanning tree are
inspired by [15] and [40], respectively. LTS relates the accu-
racy of the protocol to the depth of the spanning tree (9.2 ×
𝑑 (deepest node) × 𝜎 (variance per hop in units of time)).
However, spanning tree is not a different step, and the tree is
spanned in each round of synchronization. It decreases the
energy consumption by involving only nodes at the edge of
each layer. Figure 6 shows the offset measurement process
and (4) calculates the offset. LTS has a distributed version, in
which nodes are assumed to have some information such as
the drift rate, distance to the root node in terms of hops, and
desired accuracy. The nodes try to be resynchronized by at
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Table 1: Quantitative criteria for centralized protocols.

Protocol Accuracy Energy consumption Convergence time Number
of nodes Max hop count

GCS (method 1) 3Δ (Δ: clock tick) 2𝜖𝑛 — — —
TPSN

Hierarchy 22.66 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 — 6 5
Event driven 𝜖𝑠

LTS 1.3ms 2𝜖𝑠 — 500 18
FTSP

Multiple ref 3 𝜇s
𝜖𝑛𝑟

9min 60 6
Single ref 17.2 𝜇s 12min 59 11

MH-FTSP 11.7𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 — 45 10
RATS 2.7𝜇s No extra message for synchronization (very low) — 60 11
LOTS 152.5 𝜇s 𝜖𝑙𝑠 — 9 8
PETSP

Testbed —
𝜖𝑠

— 5 4
Simulation 86 𝜇s 10 s 500 6

RSP
Sync period of 30 s 0.88 𝜇s

𝜖(𝑛 − 𝐿) — 5 4
Sync period of 300 s 3.83 𝜇s

FBS Almost 0 Setup phase 𝜖(𝑛|𝐸|) — 3 2
Sync phase 𝜖(𝑛 − 𝐿)

2LTSP 1.9 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 — 71 70
SATS 31.54ms 2𝜖𝑛 — 6 5
BTS

Linear topology 138.62 𝜇s Setup: 𝜖𝑂(𝐸𝑛) — 9 8
Nonlinear topology 196.54 𝜇s Sync: 2𝜖𝑑SH — 8

TACSC 22 𝜇s 2𝜖𝑛 — 1000 10
𝑛: number of nodes in the network; 𝑠: selected nodes included in sync process; 𝐸: number of edges in the graph; 𝜖: energy used to send out one message; 𝑑SH:
number of single hop domains; 𝑙: number of messages stored for linear regression; net: short form of network; 𝑟: number of ref broadcasts to estimate drift; 𝐿:
lowest level nodes in spanning tree.

A B

Packet 1

Packet 2
T2

T1

T2 = t1 + D + O

T4 = t3 + D − O

Figure 6: Offset in LTS [16].

least the equal rate (𝜏−9.2×𝑑×𝜎). In distributed version, the
nonroot nodes that need to be resynchronized send a request
to the root node and all the nodes along that way will be
synced. However, such arrangements are not considered to
be distributed as the nodes will again get synced with the root
node. The results in Table 1 belong to the centralized version
of LTS.

LTS Limitations. In LTS, as a node distances itself from the
root node, the error of synchronization increases and it may

violate the scalability of the protocol. The other disadvantage
is that protocol is needed in the selection of the nodes at the
edge of each level, and it should be applied in each round
of synchronization. This results in consuming more energy.
Consider

𝑡
2
− 𝑡
4
= 𝑡
1
− 𝑡
3
− 𝐷 + 𝐷 + 2𝑑 → 𝑑

=
1

2
× (𝑡
2
− 𝑡
4
− 𝑡
1
− 𝑡
3
) .

(4)

5.1.2. Long-Term Class

(1) One-Way Subclass. Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol
(FTSP) [8] aims to get a network-wide synchronization in
the order of micro seconds and scalability up to 100 nodes
as well as robustness against topology changes. FTSP deals
with uncertainties of radio, namely, InterruptHandling Time,
Encoding Time, Decoding Time, and Byte Alignment Time.
To remove the effect of the three first uncertainties, it stores
multiple timestamps at the receiver and sender side.However,
it uses the normalized version upon sending the message.
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Figure 7: Synchronization using overhearing technique.

It also uses the benefits of both TPSN and RBS, but no
spanning tree creation is involved, and the tree is spanned
during synchronization. It measures the clock drift based on
previous consistent data points through linear regression as
it believes that the offset between two nodes is linear. It has
two fashions of single reference and multiple references. In
order to eliminate redundant messages in multiple reference
fashion, FTSPuses some information in both themessage and
nodes to detect redundant messages.

FTSP Limitations.The number of messages exchanged is high
and in a dense network the chance of collision is high.

Multihop FTSP (MH-FTSP) [41] is another multihop
version of FTSP that follows all the rules of a single hop
and assumes a connected network during a network lifetime,
but in this version, to avoid multiple root election it uses
the lowest node ID as the root. MH-FTSP focuses on the
robustness against network changes such as a node failure
or adding nodes to the network. The experiment shows
encouraging results in spite of a highly dynamic network,
but when the root node goes down, the percentage of the
synchronization reduces from 100% to 55% for a fewminutes.

MH-FTSP Limitations. We do not classify MH-FTSP as a
robust protocol as in some applications, (medical applica-
tions) the data is sensitive and losing data for even a few
minutes can affect the functionality of the applications.

Rapid Time Synchronization (RATS) [42] starts the syn-
chronization from the sink and employs both elapsed time on
arrival (ETA) [42] andRouting IntegratedTime Synchroniza-
tion (RITS) [42] (which will be explained in Section 5.3.1(1)),
to get network-wide synchronization. Message broadcasted
by the sink accommodates two fields which are rootEvent-
Time and eventTime that are initialized to the current time
of the sink. rootEventTime is intact during traversing the
network while eventTime will be modified based on ETA.
After collecting enough data points (rootEventTime and

eventTime), least square linear regression (LSLR) is used to
compensate the offset and drift.

RATS Limitations. Reducing the energy consumption by
integrating data and sync messages can be assumed to be a
plausible idea, but there should be a mechanism to avoid a
collision before the network is synced, because in the case of
collision both data and energy will be lost and convergence
time will be prolonged.

Low Overhead Time-Sync (LOTS) [43] creates hierarchy
by means of messages. A reference node starts broadcasting
a message and it continues level by level until all the nodes in
the network receive the message. After receiving 𝑚 number
of messages, the nodes estimate the offset and drift by linear
regression. To discard redundant broadcasts, messages have
a sequence number which is increased by the reference
node. Therefore, the same messages from different nodes
will be discarded. Another technique to prevent message
redundancy is through allowing those nodes with specified
degree of connectivitywith the next level to start broadcasting
a message to the upper level.

LOTS Limitations. In spite of reducing message redundancy
and collision by random waiting time before transmitting,
hidden terminal can still lead to collision specifically in
dense networks which results in extending the convergence
time. This is due to many messages exchanged in one
period of synchronization. Another aspect to account for
is the fact that finding nodes that have a higher degree of
connectivity needs one to maintain a table of neighbors,
and more messages should be exchanged to get connectivity
info. Message exchange should be done again to find nodes
with more connectivity by changing the topology of the
network.

Power Efficient Timing Synchronization Protocol (PETSP)
[44] reduces the energy consumption by decreasing the
number of messages exchanged. It adopts the Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) of
802.11 to access the medium. As it is designed for multihop
networks, PETSP selects nodes that cover a larger area to
broadcast timing information, and it is to be noted that not all
the nodes do synchronization operations. It assigns the node
with the lowest ID to be reference node like MH-FTSP [41]
and to avoid reference node failure, multiple backup nodes
are selected. PETSP strives to teach nonreference nodes to
adapt themselves to the speed of reference node’s clock by (5)
(𝑡
1
, 𝑡
2
receiver side and 𝑇

𝑆1
, 𝑇
𝑆2
sender side).

PETSP Limitations. It is robust as no election is required for
reference node failure. This is because multiple references
are selected, but it is assumed that the preselected reference
nodes’ batteries are depleted. Therefore, another election is
needed to find the node which covers more nodes in the
network,which is both time and energy consuming. Consider

𝑓
𝑖
=

𝑡
2
− 𝑡
1

(𝑇
𝑆2
− 𝑇
𝑆1
) − (𝑡
2
− 𝑡
1
)
. (5)
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Ratio-based time Synchronization Protocol (RSP) [45] is
a tree-based structure and all the nodes in the network get
synced with the root of the tree. However, the tree is formed
during synchronization operation like [8]. The main idea is
that the root node sends two messages continuously, and
nodes in the broadcast range of the root node receive the two
messages and update their clock value according to (6). RSP
believes that, due to lack of strong computational resources
on the sensor nodes, a short period of resynchronization
affects the accuracy because of the numbers after the decimal
point. On the other hand, long period of resynchronization
affects the accuracy due to clock drift.Therefore, it requires a
threshold 𝛼 to update the clock value. If the value of 𝑇

3
−𝑇
1
is

more than the threshold, it uses previous data point recorded
in the memory of the node (in which 𝑇

3
− 𝑇
2
is more than

threshold 𝛽) to apply in (6) (𝑇
1
and 𝑇

3
are at sender side. 𝑇

2

and 𝑇
4
are at receiver side. 𝑇

𝑠
and 𝑇

𝑅
are non-ref nodes and

ref nodes, resp.).

RSP Limitations. In case of node failure, the nodes should
find another parent and this can be costly in terms of both
time and energy. The chance of collision is high too as no
mechanism is used to minimize message collision. Consider

𝑇
𝑅
× 𝑇
𝑆

𝑇
3
− 𝑇
1

𝑇
4
− 𝑇
2

+
(𝑇
1
× 𝑇
4
) − (𝑇

2
× 𝑇
3
)

(𝑇
4
− 𝑇
2
)

. (6)

Feedback-Based Synchronization (FBS) [46] aims to
employ modified PLL used in SCSP [47]. In FBS, the tree is
first constructed, and the synchronization operations are then
performed. It tries to ease the effect of internal and external
disturbance of the oscillator during the time the node is in
sleep mode.

FBS Limitations. Since it has a separate setup phase, any
changes in the network will force the protocol to accomplish
the setup phase again. It does not consider message collision
as well.

Long-term and Large scale Time Synchronization Protocol
(2LTSP) [48] is a protocol in which the intermediate nodes do
not change the value of the reference node in sync messages
until it reaches the source nodes. In thismanner, the synchro-
nization error will not be accumulated in trajectory from the
reference node to the source node and leads to the removal
of spatial accumulative effect. This means having more hops
in the network will not affect the accuracy. In 2LTSP, all
nodes sync their logical clock with the hardware clock of
the reference node by means of a clock transfer function.
It believes that quadratic Taylor expansion is more accurate
than a linear one as it has no accumulative errors. It stamps
messages three times at both the sender’s and receiver’s side
to estimate and compensate clock drift (bounded clock drift
is assumed) and offset, and it uses a special message to
synchronize the network. 2LTSP assumes that environmental
condition does not change during synchronization intervals.

2LTSP Limitations. It uses the message sniffer function of the
radio which may not be available in all radios.

(2) Two-Way Subclass. Simple, Accurate Time Synchronization
(SATS) [49] is an NTP-like protocol in terms of being
hierarchical. It must be stated that hierarchy is formed by
each round of synchronization. However, to bind the offset
and drift, it employs the technique used in MBP [24].
The difference is that it stamps the message twice at the
receiver’s side. It believes that storingmany data points affects
the complexity and increases the computation load as well
as message overhead. Therefore, it uses two algorithms of
tiny-sync and mini-sync to decrease the number of data
points (only four) which leads to less memory usage as well.
SATS piggybacks the synchronization info on the data and
acknowledges the message to reduce the message overhead
as much as possible.

SATS Limitations. One problem of SATS is that it is hierar-
chical and the chance of accumulating error from the sink to
the source is relatively high. Another problem is that all the
nodes attend the synchronization process and it will increase
the chances of collision too.

Broadcast Time Synchronization (BTS) [50] benefits from
both TSPN and RBS. It first creates a breadth first spanning
tree, and then the root node broadcasts the message and
assigns only one of the receivers to communicate with it.
The rest of nodes in that broadcast domain overhear the
message exchange and estimate drift by least square linear
regression after collecting𝑚 number of data points and offset
as well. This process is applied in each single-hop domain of
the tree to get a network-wide synchronization. In pairwise
operation, BTS employs the technique used in Hierarchy
Referencing Time Synchronization Protocol (HRTS) [51], but
it uses only one channel and the third message is postponed
to the first message of the next sync period, but this does
not suggest the existence of a three-way synchronization
protocol.

BTS Limitations. It is right that BTS reduces the number of
three messages used in HRTS [51] to two, but the node has to
wait for the next sync period to receive the last data point.

Temperature-Assisted Clock Self-Calibration (TACSC) [52]
compensates clock drift in a new way. As the clock drift
changes over time based on the environment’s temperature,
TACSC relates the temperature and frequency of oscillator
using a parabolic function before the nodes are deployed in
the network. It uses statistical analysis to have an accurate
estimation of the offset.

TACSCLimitations. It assumes that the delays in both sender’s
and receiver’s sides are similar and cannot be guaranteed in
real scenarios. It only addresses temperature as environmen-
tal factor that affects the node’s clock. In fact, there are some
other factors like the oscillator’s age and the fluctuation of
voltage level that can make significant roles in the clock drift
alteration.

As reported in Tables 1 and 2, FBS is the most accurate
protocol in the centralized category, but it has two phases
and exchanges a considerable number of messages to set up
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Table 2: Qualitative criteria and other metrics for centralized protocols.

Protocol Complex Robust Scalable Collision resistant Proof MAC layer timestamping
GCS (method 1) Theoretically

TPSN ✓ ✓
Testbed

✓
Simulation

LTS Simulation ✓

FTSP ✓ ✓ Testbed ✓

MH-FTSP ✓ ✓ Testbed ✓

RATS ✓ — Testbed ✓

LOTS ✓ ✓ ✓
Testbed

✓
Simulation

PETSP ✓ ✓
Testbed

Simulation
RSP ✓ Testbed ✓

FBS ✓
Testbed

Simulation

2LTSP ✓

Theoretically
✓Testbed

Simulation
SATS ✓ Testbed ✓

BTS ✓ ✓ ✓ Simulation

TACSC ✓ ✓

Theoretically
✓Testbed

Simulation

the network. It is also scalable and not complex. RATS has
the lowest energy consumption and the accuracy is relatively
good, based on the MAC layer timestamping. It uses a tested
experiment where number of nodes and max hop count are
considerable. Convergence time is not reported for many
protocols in this category. Among all the protocols in this
category, the only robust protocol is PETSP, since it considers
multiple backups for the reference node. It is also collision
resistant as few of the nodes in the network participate in
the synchronization process. In addition to PETSP, TPSN,
LOTS, and BTS are also protocols that try to reduce collision.
In tables such as Table 1, number of nodes and max hop
count are related to the experiment run for that specific
protocol. This survey prefers testbed experiment and if it
is not available then simulation experiment is reported. For
better understanding of some notations please refer to the
algorithm.

5.2. Semidistributed Protocol

5.2.1. Short-Term Class

(1) One-Way Subclass.Delay Measurement Time Synchroniza-
tion (DMTS) [53] aims to remove all possible delays in the
critical path.Message delay breakdownofDMTS is as follows:
sender processing delay, media access delay, transmit delay,
radio propagation delay, and receiver processing delay. The
first two are eliminated by stamping the message when a
clear channel is detected through CSMA.Therefore, the only

delay is the receiver processing delay which is estimated by
subtracting two data points on the receiver’s side when the
message arrives and when the processing of the message is
completed. It uses the hierarchy model but the hierarchy is
formed by synchronization protocol. DMTS has an election
algorithm to elect a master node which all the other nodes
get synced with.

DMTS Limitations. In case of a master node breakdown,
an election algorithm should be run, and it consumes both
time and energy. CSMA algorithm cannot handle hidden and
exposed terminals which results in losing messages and leads
to the consumption of more energy.

GCS (method 2: cluster-based) [39] reduces the message
overhead of all-node-based (method 1) protocol [39] by
making clusters in the network and by assigning cluster heads
for each cluster. Cluster heads are then syncedwith each other
using the the first algorithm.This is followed by synching the
cluster member with their cluster head by the first method
(we imagine the first method in our evaluation).

Cluster-Based Limitations. In addition to the disadvantages
of all-node-based limitation (method 1) [39], cluster-based
limitation is collision prone and has another overhead which
is a clustering algorithm.

(2) Two-Way Subclass. Pairwise Broadcast Synchronization
(PBS) [54] uses the pairwise operation in [55] to estimate and
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compensate the offset (linear regression is used) and employs
the overhearing technique to reduce energy consumption
by decreasing the number of message transmissions. In the
overhearing technique, two nodes start the synchronization
operation, and those nodes in their transmission range can
get synced without the exchange of any messages. Multihop
PBS is proposed in [56] which consists of hierarchy forming
and pair selection.The pair selection in the multihop version
is based on the number of nodes in the common transmission
range of pairs, but they should not be on the same level
assuming a hierarchy for nodes. Figure 7 shows the over-
hearing technique. Ref node and node A transmit messages
to each other; nodes B and C then listen to the transmitted
messages and get synced without sending any messages.

PBS Limitations. Multihop version has an extra pairwise
operation that violates energy efficiency of single-hop version
[57]. Selecting the pairs in the network is costly in terms of
both time and energy and makes the protocol vulnerable to
node failure.The connectivity of nodes in the network should
be checked once in a while by exchanging messages.

Distributed Multihop Time Synchronization using PBS
(DMTS-PBS) [58] tries to solve the problem of extra pairwise
operations by proposing a distributed protocol to select pair
nodes. Therefore, it employs a level discovery of TPSN [7],
greedy distributed algorithm in [57], and pairwise operation
in [55]. After the level discovery, nodes transmit information
about their neighbors to the upper-level nodes, decide which
pair covers more nodes, and finally start the pairwise opera-
tion.

DMTS-PBS Limitations. In spite of removing extra pairwise
operation, messages needed for level discovery are added.
Another element needed is the memory to store the list of
neighbors.

(3) Three-Way Subclass. Time Synchronization (TSync) [51]
gets the benefit of two different algorithms of the HRTS
and Individual-based Time Request (ITR) Protocol. HRTS
is NTP-like and is used in two fashions of single reference
and multireference. In HRTS, nodes get synced with a single
reference, but the difference with the NTP is that it uses two
different channels to reduce collision. Single reference broad-
casts a message on a common channel, and a specific node
selected by the reference node replies on a clock channel.
Finally, another message is broadcasted with measured offset
and delay. Therefore, three messages are transmitted, but the
second message is only issued by one node at each level of
hierarchy, so it is negligible. In multireference fashion, nodes
get synced with the reference node that has a lower level
number. ITR is used for nodes that for any reason (collision,
channel fading, and so on) could not get synced with the
reference node. In ITR, a request is sent by the node to get
synced to the reference indirectly (multihop). When all the
nodes along this path to the reference node are switched to
the clock channel specified in the request, actual sync request
is sent using the same method and the reference node sends
back the time information to that special node.

TSync Limitations. It has many specific nodes in the network
in HRTS (references and specific nodes selected to involve
synchronization) which affects the robustness of the protocol
in case of node failure.

Using multichannel radios reduces collision drastically
(hidden and exposed terminal problems are alleviated). It
increases the scalability of the protocol like the algorithm
proposed in [59]. In synchronization protocols, it can speed
up the convergence time, but multichannel radios are more
expensive than single channel radios and the focus of this
survey is single channel radios.

(4) Hybrid of One-Way, Two-Way, and Three-Way Subclasses.
Tiny, Secure, and Resilient time Synchronization (TinySeR-
Sync) [60] is a secured time synchronization protocol, but
we only focus on the synchronization part. TinySeSync
stamps the message after writing the whole data to the
radio buffer and removes all uncertainties on the sender’s
side. It has two independent phases of pairwise and global
synchronization that are performed every 5 and 10 seconds,
respectively. Pairwise phase uses (3) to calculate the offset
and keep the offset relative to their neighbors. The flow of
synchronization in this protocol is from source to sink. At
the time of global synchronization, source node broadcasts
the sync message. One hop neighbor nodes are aware of their
offset relative to the source node. Therefore, they start to
broadcast their local clock as well as an offset relative to the
source node. This process continues to acquire a network-
wide synchronization.

TinySeRSync Limitations. The most important problem is
the huge message overhead and the idea that collision is
inevitable in dense networks.

Chained-Ripple Time Synchronization (CRIT) [61] syncs
the network in two phases of horizontal missionary node
discovery (chained phase) and vertical sensor node synchro-
nization (ripple phase). Synchronization starts with broad-
casting a message by a reference node. Reference node is
supposed to have a stronger transmission power than all the
other nodes. Based on a transmission power, a missionary
node (MN) is selected among the nodes in the transmission
range of reference nodes. During the process of MN selec-
tion, MN gets synced with a reference node by NTP [35]
algorithmwith somemodifications.The process of this phase
synchronization is shown in Figure 8 as well as an offset
and propagation estimation in (7). MN selection continues
using the selectedMN to cover thewhole network.ThenMNs
establish Sensor Groups (SG) with their one-hop neighbors.
MNs are assumed to have the location, time, and computing
resource information of all the nodes in its SG. Hence, this
is the time for normal sensor nodes to get synced with their
MNs. This process is accomplished by the Distributed Depth
First Search (DDFS) proposed in [62] and all the nodes get
synced with BS through this way.

CRIT Limitations. In the ripple phase, the synchronization
error increases according to the number of nodes even in one
broadcast domain based on the use of DDFS. Another fact is
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Figure 8: Chained-Ripple Time Synchronization.
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Figure 9: Multihop RBS [10] (modified).

that CRIT needs enough memory for the nodes to keep track
of the nodes in each SG. Consider
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5.2.2. Long-Term Class

(1) One-Way Subclass. Reference Broadcast Synchronization
(RBS) [10] removes the nondeterministic parts of the critical
path as shown in Figure 3. In fact, it removes the “sent time”
and “access time” at the sender’s side. In RBS, a master node
sends a nonstamped message to the slave nodes, and they
stamp the message based on their local clock and negotiate
with their neighbors to find the best estimation through the
least square linear regression. Figure 9 shows the multihop
version of RBS. As shown, there are some nodes (A, B, C,
and D) which play the role of master nodes for the other
nodes. Big circles in Figure 9 illustrate the transmission range
of master nodes. Master nodes should be synced first, and
only then the message should be sent to the slave nodes. Care
should be taken so that if one of the master nodes fails, the
remaining nodes in the overlapped areas can assist in the
synchronization process.

RBS Limitations. In RBS, a large number of messages are
transmitted in each cycle of the synchronization. This results
in two different problems, the high energy consumption and
the high chance of collision.

Efficient Time Synchronization (ETS) [63] is an extension
of RBS which increases the accuracy of the RBS and leads the
RBS to have a longer sync period. In the multihop scenario,
it creates a hierarchy based on some selected nodes synced
by other nodes. These selected nodes are called the local
reference and their responsibility is to broadcast the message.
Unlike the RBS, the other nodes do not exchange anymessage

and only record the time included in the message received
from the local reference and when enough data points are
stored, they apply a linear regression to estimate the offset and
drift. In thismethod, the communication overhead is reduced
which will eventually improve the network’s lifetime too. ETS
believes that an accurate estimation of the offset depends on
an accurate estimation of the drift.

ETS Limitations. In ETS, there is no guarantee for a hierarchy
of selected nodes to be synced well due to reasons such as
hidden or exposed terminal.

(2) Three-Way Subclass. Adaptive Clock Synchronization
(ACS) [64] employs the technique used in RBS, but only after
receiving 𝑛 number of messages, it calculates the slope of
the line formed by the data points and returns it back to the
sender in addition to a point on that line by a randomdelay to
decrease the chance of collision. Afterwards, the master node
creates amessage of the receivers’ information and broadcasts
it. This way, the receivers have information related to their
neighbors. Therefore, the number of messages exchanged is
drastically alleviated.

ACS Limitations. It is right that ACS reduces the number of
messages exchanged, but it loses accuracy at the same time,
and there is a trade-off between the number of messages
exchanged and accuracy. Another problem is that, in the
multihop scenario, a considerable number of the messages
are sent, and the chance of collision is high in spite of using
random delay.

As reported in Tables 3 and 4, ETS is the most accurate
protocol and uses MAC layer timestamping. Energy con-
sumption is also the best in this category as not all nodes
are involved in the synchronization process. The number of
nodes is considerable, but it is based on simulation. ETS
also uses statistical analysis to estimate drift which makes it
complex. It is scalable due to not losing accuracy by increasing
the number of hop counts. Except for TSync, tinySeSync,
and ACS, all the protocols in this category are not collision
resistant, but most of them are not complex. Half of the
protocols in this category employ MAC layer timestamping.
In spite of being semidistributed, only TinySeSync protocol is
robust in this category.

5.3. Fully Distributed Protocol

5.3.1. Short-Term Class

(1) One-Way Subclass. Routing Integrated Time Synchroniza-
tion (RITS) (V1) [42] is a post-facto synchronization that
uses specific multiple nodes and routes over multiple hops
to convey data to the sink node. Therefore, the sink node
receives multiple messages and constructs the event times
based on different nodes and then forms an average. RITS
employs the ETA [42] in every hop towards the sink node.
ETA uses the MAC layer timestamping technique in [8] to
remove uncertainties in the message delay. ETA adds the
elapsed time from the occurrence of the event to a separate
field in the data message (which is very efficient in terms
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Table 3: Quantitative criteria for semidistributed protocols.

Protocol Accuracy Energy consumption Convergence time Number of nodes Max hop count

DMTS 46 𝜇s 2𝜖𝑛
Time of sending
and receiving 𝑛

messages
3 2

GCS (method 2) 6Δ (Δ: clock tick) 2𝜖𝑛 — — —
TSync

HRTS 29.47 𝜖(2𝑛 + 𝑠) — 5 3
ITR 48.48 3𝜖𝑛



TinySeSync 52.08 𝜇s 3𝜖𝑛 — 60 8
CRIT

Chained phase 12𝜇s 3𝜖𝑀 — 6 5
Ripple phase 640 𝜇s 𝜖𝑂(𝑛) 100 1

RBS 3.68 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛𝑟 — 9 8
ETS 1.03 𝜇s 𝜖𝑠𝑟 — 250 5
ACS Function of messages 𝜖(𝑟 + 𝑛) 7 ref broadcasts — —
𝑠: selected local references; 𝑟: number of ref broadcasts to estimate drift; 𝑛: number of nodes in specific branch;𝑀: number of missionary nodes.

Table 4: Qualitative criteria and other metrics for semidistributed protocols.

Protocol Complex Robust Scalable Collision resistant Proof MAC layer timestamping
DMTS Testbed ✓

GCS (method 2) Theoretically
TSync

HRTS
✓ ✓ Testbed ✓

ITR
TinySeSync ✓ — ✓ Testbed ✓

CRIT Theoretically
Simulation

RBS ✓ ✓ Testbed
ETS ✓ ✓ Simulation ✓

ACS ✓ — ✓ Theoretically

of energy consumption) and broadcasts it. At the receiver’s
side, the event time is reconstructed based on the received
elapsed time. Since ETA stores the event time during the time
the message is being sent, all uncertainties of the message
delay are eliminated or highly reduced. RITS is further
studied in [65] where RITS is tested without controlling the
reporting nodes. All the nodes that detect the event then
report it to the sink through different routes and verify the
drastic reduction of accuracy (from 7.86 𝜇s to 1.57ms). This
reduction in accuracy is verified through the drift of different
nodes.

RITS Limitations. It is only suitable for applications that do
not need frequent synchronization.

GCS (method 3: rate-based synchronous diffusion) [39] is
the third method of GCS in which each node 𝑛

𝑖
exchanges

clock information with its neighbors (𝑛
𝑗
). In the following,

neighbors of 𝑛
𝑖
change their clock to 𝑐

𝑗
+ 𝑟
𝑖𝑗
(𝑐
𝑖
− 𝑐
𝑗
), where 𝑐

𝑖
,

𝑐
𝑗
, and 𝑟

𝑖𝑗
are clock of 𝑛

𝑖
, clock of 𝑛

𝑗
, and diffusion rate, respec-

tively. 𝑛
𝑖
also changes its clock to 𝑐

𝑖
−∑all 𝑛’s neighbors 𝑟𝑖𝑗(𝑐𝑖 −𝑐𝑗).

Therefore, the nodes get synced to the average difference of
all the nodes’ clocks.

Rate-Based Synchronous Diffusion Limitations. This algo-
rithm is collision prone and the rate of collision extends
the convergence time. One drawback of this method is that
it needs a set of extra operations to be performed by the
nodes which are removed in method four in the next section.
Uncertainties of message exchange are not considered too.

GCS (method 4: asynchronous diffusion) [39] is the fourth
method of GCS in which each node 𝑛

𝑖
asks its neighbor to

read the clocks, compute the reading average, and send back
the average to all the neighbors as well as itself.

Asynchronous Diffusion Limitations.The number of messages
exchanged is high which leads to higher chances of collision,
and no mechanism is used to avoid a collision. Uncertainties
of message exchange are not considered too.

(2) Two-Way Subclass. Time Diffusion synchronization Proto-
col (TDP) [66] starts by sending out a pulse from the reference
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node. By receiving this pulse, the receivers determine if they
can be master nodes (those that other nodes can get synced
with). The master nodes then broadcast timing information.
Subsequently, the nodes get syncedwith themaster nodes and
start to select diffused leaders based on similar criteria to how
the master nodes were selected. This process continues until
all the nodes are synced.The novelty of TDP is that it employs
algorithms that do not allow nodes with low energy and false
tick to becomemaster nodes or diffusion leaders by means of
ElectionReelection Procedure (ERP) algorithm. ERP consists
of two subalgorithms of False ticker Isolation Algorithm
(FIA) and Load Distribution Algorithm (LDA). After that,
selected master nodes remove false ticker nodes between
themselves using the Peer Evaluation Procedure (PEP). Time
synchronization itself is performed by the Time diffusion
Procedure (TP) that consists of Time Adjustment Algorithm
(TAA) and Clock Discipline Algorithm (CDA) [36]. In spite
of having specific nodes in this protocol, node selection is
very dynamic and for each round of synchronization new
nodes are selected.

TDP Limitations. It consists of many different algorithms that
should be run in every round of synchronization, which is
costly in terms of time and energy. TDP do not compensate
the drift and just select the nodes with a reasonable drift in
each round. However, a drift can vary due to environmental
reasons or oscillator aging. Therefore, in such situations, the
frequency of synchronization goes up and affects the energy
consumption. TDP uses a three-way message exchange to
select the master or diffused leader nodes, but for the
synchronization part, it uses only two-waymessage exchange.

5.3.2. Long-Term Class

(1) One-Way Subclass. RITS (V2) [65] is tested again with
both the compensating offset and drift. In this version, a table
of transmission and received time is recorded in each node
to estimate the relative drift. RITS is highly affected by the
size of the table which records the data points. In the first
experiment, the table size is large enough to keep all the
neighbors’ data points. The accuracy of this experiment is
promoted to 2.8 𝜇s. Another experiment is established which
limits the table size to only 6 records. In this way, RITS
estimates the drift for other nodes without any table. The
accuracy for this scenario is 5.3 𝜇s. In RITS (V2), the drift’s
compensated scalability is promoted as well as its accuracy.

RITS (V2) Limitations. When the number of records is
reduced to 6, the synchronization error becomes almost
doubled. Therefore, accuracy is highly affected by table size.

Average TimeSync (ATS) [67, 68] removesmessage uncer-
tainties by stamping messages after the first bit, Start of
Frame Delimiter (SFD), is sent (it is the feature of hardware
used). It assumes that themessages are delivered instantly and
no processing and message delay are considered. ATS first
measures and compensates the drift and then offsets it to a
virtual clock and this process continues to reach a consensus.
It is resilient to packet loss, node failure, replacement, or

relocation. It assumes a strongly connected graph, but only
during times when communication is feasible. Equation (8)
estimates and updates the drift in which 𝜂+

𝑖𝑗
is the new value

of 𝜂
𝑖𝑗
and it is proven that over time it will be equal to the drift

between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 (𝛼
𝑖𝑗
= 𝛼
𝑗
/𝛼
𝑖
), and 𝜌

𝜂
and 𝜌
𝑦
are tuning

parameters. Details in Table 5 belong to [68].

ATS Limitations. No mechanism for preventing a collision is
proposed, and it suffers from 5% to 10% message loss which
affects the convergence time since the packet loss causes
a significant disturbance to the synchronization process.
Consider
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Maximum Time Synchronization (MTS) [69] aims to
converge all the nodes’ clocks to the node which has the
largest drift and offset. It assumes that the network simulates
a strongly connected graph, with no processing time and no
message delay and the age of each link is not less than a
fixed time.Themain contribution ofMTS is fast convergence
and compensating drift and offset simultaneously. It is called
asynchronous as the synchronization period is slightly dif-
ferent in each node and is based on the drift of the node.
Convergence is proved theoretically and convergence time is
finite. One advantage of MTS is that it converges faster even
when there are movements in the nodes. MTS focuses on
convergence time, and when it reaches the threshold (≤10−4),
it stops syncing.

MTS Limitations. It does not consider the message collision
and no mechanism is used to control this issue. It is not
scalable and as for the 20 nodes, around 100 of sync cycles
are needed and for the 60 nodes, they need around 820 sync
cycles to converge.

Accurate On-demand Time Synchronization Protocol
(AOTSP) [70] is a post-facto synchronization protocol. It
assumes a special radio which lets access to the radio buffer
randomly. Message in AOTSP has two fields of ETA (elapsed
time on arrival) and tt (transmission time spent by each node
in transmitting the field’s ETA). To find the transformation
function, the source, sink, and intermediate nodes store
two and four data points, respectively. It measures clock
drift using the first-order Taylor expansion and advocates
low accumulative error. Taylor expansion has a much better
precision compared to linear regression which is ℎ𝜇 (ℎ is the
hop distance and 𝜇 is the error in the first hop).This is due to
the transformation of the residence time of the event in each
intermediate node and this way the accumulative error is not
effective. Another achievement of AOTSP is that the number
of data points does not affect the accuracy.

AOTSP Limitations. It claims a relatively low communication
complexity but does not take into account the creation of
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Table 5: Quantitative criteria for fully distributed protocols.

Protocol Accuracy Energy consumption Convergence time Number of nodes Max hop count

RITS V1 7.86𝜇s No extra message for
synchronization — 45 10

GCS (method 3) High rate of error 𝜖𝑛 Function of net nodes — —
GCS (method 4) High rate of error 𝜖𝑛 Function of net nodes — —

TDP 100 𝜇s PEP: 𝜖𝑟(𝑀 + DL)
TP: 2𝜖𝑛 400 s 200 3

RITS V2
Large record table 2.8 𝜇s No extra message for

synchronization — 45 10
Limited record table 5.3 𝜇s

ATS 305 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 10 min 35 10
MTS

Static net 1 clock tick 𝜖𝑛
212 sync cycles 30 30

Mobile net 47 sync cycles

AOTSP [0.0434, 0.0705] ns Setup phase: equal to
BFS 𝜖(max hop)

Not meaningful for
post-facto sync — 100

MMTS 97.295 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 6 sync cycles 20 7
WMTS 9.15 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 Longer than MTS 30 30
DTSP 20 𝜇s 2𝜖𝑛 Bounded 40 9

ATSP
0.5642𝜎 (𝜎:

message delay
standard
deviation)

3𝜖𝐿 15 sync cycles 300 —

𝐿: number of links in the network;𝑀: number of master nodes; 𝑟: number of ref broadcasts to estimate drift; DL: number of diffused leaders.

breadth-first tree before the synchronization process. Report-
ing an event using neighbor nodes has a high probability of
collision too.

MaximumMinimum Time Synchronization (MMTS) [71]
protocol is the revised version of MTS [69]. It shows that
MTS is better than ATS due to very low convergence time.
However, as MTS updates the clock values based on drift
parameters more than 1 clock tick, the drift compensation
is always increasing and will decrease if the minimum
consensus is used. To rectify this issue, it uses the average
of the maximum and minimum clock values to update the
nodes’ clocks. This shows that MMTS calculates both the
minimum andmaximum consensus and then averages them,
which solves the aforementioned problem and reaps the
benefit of both protocols.

MMTS Limitations. Message collision problem is not consid-
ered, and it should bemore accurate in terms of synchroniza-
tion error.

Weighted Maximum Time Synchronization (WMTS) [72]
is an enhanced version ofMTS [69] and considers the normal
distribution of the processing delay (variance is on the order
of microseconds) of the message in each node. This random
delay causes incomplete nodes convergence such asMTS [69]
and degrades the synchronization accuracy. Since this work
is simulated and a random delay is applied, the chances of
increasing the drift are considerable. It uses two variables,

one of which holds the clock reference (the one with the
highest drift and offset) and the other one keeps track of
the reference clock’s distance in terms of hop number. With
the same settings and by applying a random bounded delay,
WMTS achieves a better accuracy than MTS [69]. Similar
to MTS [69], WMTS shows a faster convergence time for
dynamic topologies.

WMTS Limitations. It applies a small variance for the random
delay, and it can be higher in reality. Collision is not
considered.

(2) Two-Way Subclass. Distributed Time Synchronization
Protocol (DTSP) [73] estimates the transmission delay by
collecting 𝑁 number of data points (𝑁 = 10 is the best
in terms of memory and accuracy (proven in simulation))
and estimates drift using Recursive Least Squares (RLS) and
offset based on the transmission delay, respectively. To reduce
the offset and drift between nodes, DTSP applies voltage
Kirchhoff law in each loop of the network. In order to remove
uncertainties in message transmission, it fills the timestamp
field after the first byte is sent. Convergence of DTSP is
analyzed in [74].

DTSP Limitations. Finding the different loops in the network
is costly in terms of time and energy and in the case of
node failure it should be repeatedly done and it affects the
robustness of the protocol.
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Table 6: Qualitative criteria and other metrics for fully distributed protocols.

Protocol Complex Robust Scalable Collision
resistant Proof MAC layer timestamping

RITS V1 Only for small nets Theoretically —
GCS (method 3) ✓ Theoretically —

GCS (method 4) ✓
Theoretically
Simulation —

TDP ✓ ✓ ✓
Theoretically
Simulation

RITS V2 ✓ — Testbed ✓

ATS ✓ ✓
Theoretically

Testbed ✓

MTS ✓
Theoretically
Simulation —

AOTSP Theoretically
Simulation —

MMTS ✓ — Theoretically
Testbed ✓

WMTS ✓
Theoretically
Simulation —

DTSP ✓
Testbed

Simulation ✓

ATSP ✓ — ✓
Theoretically
Simulation —

(3) Three-Way Subclass. Average Time Synchronization Proto-
col (ATSP) [75] uses a switching signal to activate the links
between a pair of nodes at a time. Then, those pairs start
the synchronization operations by estimating offset, drift, and
message delay. It continues until all the links in the network
are activated. Subsequently, the nodes stop synchronizing
until the next period of synchronization.This process carried
on until it reaches a consensus.

ATSP Limitations. The convergence time of the protocol
is long as the synchronization period is extended due to
switching signal.

As reported in Tables 5 and 6, AOTSP is themost accurate
protocol of this category, and the energy consumption is
equal to the breadth first search algorithm. Convergence time
is not important for AOTSP as it is post-facto. However,
it is not complex, robust, or scalable. The result of the test
is based on simulation too. ATSP is also accurate, and its
accuracy is a function of message delay. Energy consumption
is considerable but convergence time is relatively fast. A larger
number of nodes are involved in the network, but it is still
robust and collision resistant as well as low in complexity. In
this category, most of the protocols are robust and are not
complex as they are fully distributed. Energy consumption of
RITS is the lowest one as it does not use extra message for
the synchronization process, but it is only suitable for small
networks.

5.4. Gradient Characteristic of Protocols. In this section, the
gradient behavior of the protocols is studied. It relates to how
the protocols behave as the nodes get distanced from the
reference node.

Gradient Clock Synchronization (1) (GCS(1)) [76] claims
that the lower bound of the offset’s worst case for any two
nodes in the network is Ω(𝑑 + log𝐷/ log log𝐷), where 𝑑 is
the distance of the nodes in terms of hop number and 𝐷 is
the maximum hop distance in the network. It implies that if
the number of nodes in the network increases, the clock offset
after performing synchronization increases too. This result is
under the assumption that neither link nor node failure is
considered and the maximum clock drift and message delay
are determined. In addition, clock adaptation time is zero.
Meier and Thiele [11] in addition to confirming the lower
bound of offset worst case propose a lower bound for gradient
drift. However, they assume that communication frequency
is bounded by the application as well as assumptions in
[76]. They use the main application message to deliver the
time information. The proposed lower bound is (𝑑𝜌/8(1 +
𝜌))(log(𝑛 − 1)/ log(8(1 + 𝜌)/𝜌) log(𝑛 − 1)) in which 𝜌 is the
upper bound of the clock drift and d is the hop distance of
the two nodes.

Oblivious Gradient Clock Synchronization (OGCS) [77]
proposes the same assumptions as previous algorithms, but
it denotes that nodes are unaware of message delay, and that
justifies the oblivious label given. OGCS aims to minimize an
offset between the neighboring nodes. It proves that many
algorithms do not reach the lower bound as proposed in
[76]. This matter has been proven in three different versions
of algorithms, namely, minimizing the offset to the slowest
node, all neighbors (average), and fastest node. Finally, it
proposes an algorithm which has the worst case offset of
𝑂(𝑑 + sqrt𝐷) for any two nodes at distance 𝑑. In this
algorithm, the nodes not only follow the fastest node’s clock
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but also consider the slowest node due to clock updating
procedure and this method prevents large offset between
nodes in the network.

Clock Synchronization with Gradient Property (CSwGP)
[78] in addition to previous algorithm assumptions assumes
that neighbor nodes can communicate in the same direction
for a fixed period (embeds timing information of the nodes
in data messages and reduces the communication overhead),
and the nodes are aware of the diameter of the network and
their neighbor’s set. It attempts to adapt the clock drift of
a node with the slowest clock rate and the offset with the
highest clock value in its vicinity. In previous algorithm [77],
there was a controlling component to prevent larger offset
between nodes which was a function of the network diameter
and there was a lower bound for clock progress in which the
nodes were not allowed to evolve below that bound for a fixed
period, but in CSwGP the controlling component is constant,
and the lower bound is a function of network diameter. This
is the reason it reduces the clock offset for the neighboring
nodes to the worst case 𝑂(1).

Gradient Clock Synchronization Protocol (GTSP) [12]
assumes that hardware clock drift is bounded. Unlike previ-
ous three algorithms, it considers the link and node failure
and uses separate messages to perform synchronization. One
benefit of GTSP is to reduce the energy consumption by
dynamically changing the synchronization interval (in steady
states it is increased which leads to less message exchange).
It uses a specific radio which is byte-oriented and stamps
sync messages on both sides of the sender and receiver to
smooth interrupt jitter. To compensate the clock drift and
offset, it considers the average of the nodes’ clock values.
Previous studies were based on theoretical aspects, but GTSP
is experimentally proven.

External Gradient time Synchronization (EGSync) [79]
aims to get synchronization as those accomplished in GTSP
[12]. However, it uses a node as a reference which can
cover the whole network. It aims for nodes to synchronize
their offset and drift with reference and neighbor nodes
simultaneously. The goal is to develop an algorithm that
allows the nodes to get synced with an external clock. For the
sake of drift estimation and compensation, it employs linear
regression. Two main assumptions of EGSync are bounded
drift and bounded message delay of sync message.

Gradient Protocols Limitations. Except for the two last pro-
tocols, the rest are theoretically analyzed and are unable
to reflect the real gradient behavior of the protocols. All
protocols are studied under different ideal assumptions that
violate reflections of real life scenarios. EGSync is only
suitable for application which can accommodate a reference
node with a long transmission range that makes the network
heterogeneous in terms of the network nodes. If GPS is used,
it will only be useful for outdoors applications.

As shown in Tables 7 and 8, GTSP is more accurate than
EGSync although both use the same energy consumption.
Convergence time of GTSP is too long and for EGSync, it is
not reported. Both have an acceptable number of nodes for
the testbed experiment and are scalable. GTSP employsMAC
layer timestamping and is robust, but EGSync is complex.

Conclusively, GTSP is leading based on the mentioned
criteria.

5.5. Single-Hop Protocols. In this section, those protocols
with only single-hop scenarios are surveyed. As explained
in Section 3, scalability of the protocols is based on the
comparison of single-hop and multihop scenarios. Since no
multihop is available for these protocols, scalability cannot
be evaluated. There will be no classification criteria except
for message overhead as we report some centralized and
long-term protocols but evaluation metrics are based on the
metrics in Section 2 and available data.

5.5.1. One-Way Subclass. Time Synchronization for ZigBee
(TSZigBee) [80] is the extension of FTSP [8] which proves
coupling FTSP [8] with master-slave star topology of ZigBee
results in better accuracy and conserves more energy. It
needs to be said that the implementation platform is changed
from Mica2 to Telos to get a more accurate timestamping.
In TSZigBee, slave nodes do not need to send any sync
message or adopt low power mode until the next period of
synchronization occurs.The advantage of this protocol is that
sync frequency does not have a major effect on accuracy as
shown in Table 9.

Self-Correcting Time Synchronization (SCTS) [81] tries to
teach nodes how to update their clock by only receiving
the reference timestamp from the master node. In order
to achieve this, it simulates a digital PLL and replaces the
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) using the local crystal
oscillators. This removes the possible noises during times-
tamping. The precision of this protocol is inversely related to
the frequency of resynchronization. It also claims that SCTS
reduces memory usage and computational load drastically.

SCTS Limitations. Synchronization accuracy is of the order
of milliseconds, and it is not suitable for many applications in
WSN.

5.5.2. Two-Way Subclass. WiFi for Synchronization (WizSync)
[82] is a synchronization protocol which uses WiFi Access
Points (APs) availability to get network-wide synchroniza-
tion. APs broadcast periodic messages (every 102.4ms) han-
dling the network management. These broadcast messages
are used to compensate the drift andoffsetwith a raremessage
exchange (each 4 hours) as accomplished in [83]. WiZSync is
a successful protocol in terms of energy consumption as it
reduces the energy consumption drastically. Another benefit
of WizSync is that each AP can cover multiple hops of nodes
since the broadcast range is much more than sensor nodes.

WizSync Limitations. Synchronization accuracy is not high
enough for many applications (because of different sources
of delay in APs broadcast messages). Moreover, with fading
of APs signals, it cannot proceed with the synchronization
operation.

5.5.3. Three-Way Subclass. Symmetric Clock Synchronization
Protocol (SCSP) [47] claims that statistical analysis used
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Table 7: Quantitative criteria for gradient protocols.

Protocol Accuracy Energy consumption Convergence time Number of nodes Max hop count

GTSP 1 𝜇s 𝜖𝑛 30min Testbed 20 9
Simulation 100 99

EGSync
Line topology 29 𝜇s

𝜖𝑛 — 20 19
Ring topology 14 𝜇s 20 20

Table 8: Qualitative criteria and other metrics for gradient protocols.

Protocol Complex Robust Scalable Collision resistant Proof MAC layer timestamping

GTSP ✓ ✓
Testbed

✓
Simulation

EGSync ✓ ✓
Testbed —

Simulation

Table 9: Quantitative criteria for single-hop protocols.

Protocol Accuracy Energy consumption Convergence time Number of nodes
TSZigBee

TSync = 2 s & Ttest = 2min 14.94 𝜇s
𝜖𝑛 — 2TSync = 30 s & Ttest = 2min 24.7𝜇s

TSync = 30 s & Ttest = 120min 20.43 𝜇s
SCTS

TSync = 50 s 1.162ms
𝜖 — 10

TSync = 25 s 1.126ms
WizSync 121 𝜇s Negligible — 19
SCSP 11.32 𝜇s 𝜖(𝑛 + 1) — 10

Table 10: Qualitative criteria and other metrics for single-hop protocols.

Protocol Complex Robust Collision resistant Proof MAC layer timestamping
TSZigBee Testbed ✓

SCTS ✓ Testbed
WizSync Few messages are exchanged Testbed ✓

SCSP ✓ Testbed ✓

in [8, 73] for estimating a drift will round the estimated
errors. Therefore, it uses an averaging method with a tuning
parameter to estimate a drift with better accuracy. The
experiment is done with and without measuring the drift.
Table 9 shows the results of measuring the drift scenario.

SCSP Limitations. It removes the complexity of the protocol
by eliminating statistical analysis, but it extrapolates the
current timestamp of the reference clock based on previous
data points, and it can also affect the precision of the
timestamp value.

As reported in Tables 9 and 10, SCSP is the most accurate
in this category and energy consumption is a function of a
number of nodes. It is not complex and robust but collision
resistant and employs MAC layer timestamping. WizSync
has the least energy consumption, but its accuracy is not

acceptable. Based on fewmessages exchanged betweennodes,
it is not collision prone.

5.6. Protocols with No Experiment. Fault Tolerant Time Syn-
chronization (FTTS) [84] is an extension of TPSN [7] which
considers network failure (node breakdown, movement, or
energy depletion) and fault clocks (those clocks are different
in drift changes). It has two phases of setup and synchro-
nization like TSPN [7], but in FTTS, each node has a list of
parents including a parent and two reference nodes to prevent
resetup of the network in case of a parent’s breakdown. At the
time of delay and offset measurement, each node calculates
the average of delay and offset and then removes the nodes
which are out of the average bound from the list. It assumes
𝑛 ≤ 3𝑚 + 1, where 𝑛 is the number of nodes in the network
and 𝑚 is the number of nodes with faulty clocks. Another
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assumption is that the clock of root node does not fluctuate
and is an ideal clock.

Lightweight Fault Tolerant Time Synchronization (LFTTS)
[85] is an extension of FTTS [84] in which a maximum offset
is defined. Based on themaximum offset, any node that is out
of that maximum range will be discarded from the list. This
way,more energy is conserved.Theprotocol selects the parent
based on the lowest ID of the nodes.

FTTS and LFTTS Limitations. Message collision is still prob-
lematic as they employCSMA. In a different situation of faulty
nodes and network failure, they achieve 1.5 to 2 times better
performance in terms of accuracy and synchronized ratio, but
the message overhead is about three times worse than TSPN
[7] as they need to exchange the syncmessages using 3 nodes.

Adaptive Multihop Timing Synchronization (AMTS) [86]
is another enhanced version of TPSN [7]. Unlike TSPN
[7] which only measures and compensates offset, AMTS
measures and compensates both the offset and the drift. It
also adds an evaluation step to the level discovery and the syn-
chronization steps of TSPN [7] that helps savemore energy. In
the evaluation step, it decides whichmode of synchronization
(i.e., Always On (AO) and Sensor Initiated (SI)) to use. In
AOmode, the synchronization is done periodically, but in SI
mode, synchronization starts only when it is needed. During
the level discovery and synchronization steps, it monitors
the network and collects information such as network traffic,
branches of the spanning tree (B), synchronization period
(𝜏), and an average number of hops (ℎ). Based on this
information, it increases or decreases the synchronization
period to save energy and to switch from AO to SI and
vice versa. It reduces the energy consumption in terms of a
message exchange as well.

AMTS Limitations. As it is a structure-based protocol, it is
vulnerable against node failure and topology changes. Root
election and level discovery should be done once a change
in the network occurs which may lead to higher energy
consumption.

6. Related Works

A review from 2004 [25] discusses synchronization problems
and compares several synchronization techniques. Reference
[26] is a more comprehensive review in terms of the selection
of criteria for comparison using qualitative and quantitative
metrics, which is the approach adopted for this survey.
Reference [20] classifies the protocols into four different
categories and focuses on signal processing techniques used
for measuring and compensating offset, drift, and message
delay. Another work which focuses on signal processing
methods in addition to message uncertainties is [9]. Ref-
erence [9] mentions some advantages and disadvantages of
certain main protocols in this era. Reference [29] evaluates
more protocols than the aforementioned work and addresses
security concerns as well. A work completed in 2011 closely
studied signal processing techniques used in protocols and

tries to evaluate them using different statistical methods.
Among the mentioned related works are MPTS protocols.

7. Discussion and Future Challenges

Many synchronization protocols for WSNs which are based
on message passing were reviewed in this survey. To improve
the robustness of protocols they should be fully distributed;
however, as shown in Figure 1, the majority of the reviewed
protocols are centralized protocols. In terms of frequency of
message passing, protocols should target long-term synchro-
nization to reduce the frequency of synchronization, which
is the approach taken by most protocols in the survey. In
terms of message overheads, most protocols belong to the
one-way synchronization subcategories and, therefore, have
lower overheads. Accuracy is another important factor that
can play a primary role in the synchronization frequency
too. However, many of the protocols have the error of
more than 10 𝜇s and it should be improved in future works.
More accurate synchronization protocols result in less energy
consumption and more accurate time-based application.

Proposed protocols in future should improve accuracy
without expending excessive amounts of energy (lessmessage
passing process). As can be seen in Tables 1, 3, and 5,
the convergence time was not reported. However, proving
convergence and convergence time are of importance. Many
of the protocols have no mechanism to minimize collision
before synchronization starts. In many cases, protocols suffer
from packet loss which results in more energy consumption
and extends the convergence time. If a mechanism which
removes or minimizes the collision before the convergence
of the nodes can be proposed, it will help the protocols
avoid losing 5 to 15 percent of their messages, which leads to
better energy savings. As shown in Table 6, most of the fully
distributed protocols are robust, but they are not scalable.
Scalability should be achieved without drastically degrading
accuracy.
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